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    Sounds complicated, don’t worry,

         It’s just a game. 

Just.game is a glimpse into the future of 
commercial services.

This white.paper defines our steps to advance the ideas behind bitcoin, into the creation 

of a type of precursor A.I (Artificial Intelligence). To be specific, the systems that an 

intelligent piece of software would use to secure the existence of itself, the entity acting 

as the service. 

This is the part of an A.I that tries to keep itself alive.

Just.game is autodecentric technology.  Consider this a handbook, one that details 

how to define and design this ethically intriguing new concept. An overreaching idea 

so unquestionably valuable, that commerce will be forced to adopt it.

If you were not aware, this is a sequel and advancement of our previous work on 

autonomous recursive economic theory. (We’re Team JUST, the developers behind 

Fomo3D / Exitscam.me ). 
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[ important.information ]

Just.game is speculative technological entertainment.

There’s not really anything to compare this project to. Expect it to behave in completely 

unpredictable ways. This experiment may reinvent the way the world looks at 

blockchain, or break it entirely.

This is not an ICO, this is not an exchange. This is not a game 

based upon chance, nor is it an investment opportunity.

 

This is ultimately an experiment in psychology and economics, one that is as much 

educational as it is entertaining. The concepts within this whitepaper create an 

infrastructure that’s unquestionably valuable, presented in an amusing way. 

 

This is our style, Because Team JUST understands the only way to 

force blockchain adoption, is to show capitalists that it’s worth 

money. So of course playing with her is a terrible idea.

.
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Meet the Devs that Break Blockchain
Casually weaponizing decentralization. 

Team JUST exploits cutting-edge technology, using it to explore human concepts 

never possible before this moment.  

 

We’re intentionally provoking some serious questions this time... 

How should society handle autonomous software?

Who can be trusted to create this kind of tech? 

When does this kind of technology become dangerous?

In exploring these kinds of thoughts, Team Just has previously created entire 

economies. Systems with a proven track record in handling nearly one billion 

USD in cryptocurrency assets securely.

But security is worthless if we mislead you into participating in unsafe ways. Our 

technology ignores traditional expectations you may have about financial services. 

We prioritize your education and understanding of the technology, 

before you interact. 
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Meet the Autodecentric Infrastructure
We’re simply not interested in a serious and somber whitepaper. Instead, we’ll 

introduce you to the precursor A.I herself.

Her name is C.U.R.V.Y.
(Cute, unstoppable, recursive, virus, yikes)

With a name like that, it should be clear we intend to amuse, entertain and make you 

laugh along with her antics. Because this is a technological warning for the future. 

We’re happy to give you a front row seat to the kind of shenanigans a sufficiently 

intelligent piece of software is capable of getting up to.

Just remember it has no intelligence, it’s not controlling you, it’s not trying to keep you 

here forever, it’s Just. a. Game.
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What to Expect From this Whitepaper
She’s not like other girls

 

Following in the footsteps of Fomo3D, Just.game is Team JUST’s latest brainchild. 

A showcase of how blockchain technology can be used to create an autonomous 

company that constantly generates revenue and distributes it to anyone crazy enough 

to play with it.  

 

Built on a foundation of psychology, economic theories and paradoxes, Just.game 

achieves the world’s first autodecentric entity; a piece of software that continuously 

decentralizes itself. 

 

Just.game accomplishes self-decentralization by providing financial incentives for 

participants to help accomplish its goals. From bonuses that are distributed to the 

last 100 participants, to opportunities for investments in speculative assets that 

can only increase in value. Just.game introduces entirely new structures to reward 

employees in a decentralized company that has no physical location. Topping it all off 

with a fully autonomous advertising engine , a system that allows it, as an entity, to 

advertise itself and accumulate more financial incentives to give out.  

 

The system aims to showcase a futuristic reality, in which clever software can use 

money to keep itself alive.
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[ Introduction to Her ]

Throughout this paper we will frequently introduce new terms coined by Team JUST 

to make discussion and definition of this technology possible. Understanding these 

terms is critical to understanding the project, this stuff hasn’t existed before now.. 

Autodecentric
Adjective

auto decentric (self · decentralizing)

1 : A process that automatically and actively decentralizes itself

“Precursor to a self-sustaining Artificial Intelligence, Autodecentric software takes 

the first steps necessary to secure its own existence through external interaction.”

-Team JUST

Etymology: Opposite to the Greek concept of “autokentrikós” (auto-centric) , or self-

centralizing.

A.R.E
Autodecentric · Recursive · Economy

1 :  A self-decentralizing entity, that secures its own existence through the mutation of 

external and internal asset-based incentives.

“Software with its own goals for survival, an A.R.E accomplishes self-decentralization 

by creating an economy that values tasks external to the software, but necessary for 

self-sufficiency” -Team JUST
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Bigger than “JUST” Blockchain
Autodecentric Services A.R.E solving future problems

A manually decentralized service is only as robust as the people behind it. While 

blockchain technology has brought a deluge of  reinvented services, they’re 

chained to the teams that created them. The products and software might integrate 

decentralized components, but if the blockchain startup vanishes or acts maliciously, 

the decentralized service it has created, will quickly languish and die.

The people behind decentralized software are not fault tolerant

Autodecentric technology aims to solve that flaw. By applying the principles of self-

decentralization to financial economics,  systems like an A.R.E can be utilized to 

eliminate the need for human administration entirely. 

An A.R.E is an entirely autonomous company. Hiring employees, paying wages, 

providing a service and most importantly working to ensure it’s still around tomorrow.

 

Companies that run themselves, by themselves, forever.

Just.game explores the world’s first look into this type of fully autonomous company, 

how it works and how it will interact with people. Technology that will soon be a part of 

our daily lives.
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Precursor: Artificial Intelligence
Conceptually Identical, Functionally different.

Just.game is a type of autodecentric technology that can constantly seek and 

capture positive attention towards itself. It uses this attention to accomplish tasks 

and goals necessary to continuously expand and decentralize. This makes it a fully 

autodecentric system without human intervention, an important component in one of 

the most heavily envisioned technologies in human history. Artificial Intelligence (A.I). 

Just.game acts as an individual entity with its own goals, needs 

and desires. 

 

Real world A.I development is heavily focused on software that recognizes patterns 

or tries to learn. This mainstream software is often referred to as neural networking, 

or machine learning and these systems do not decentralize themselves. Just.game 

explores a very different avenue of A.I development. 

We are focused on the part of A.I that has to keep itself alive 

through understanding and influencing the needs of people. 

This type of technology has until now, been only a theorized concept. This is 

considered a “Theory of Mind” artificial intelligence. Just.game effectively showcases 

various interwoven methods an A.I will be able to use to become a self-sustaining 

entity through a symbiotic relationship with humans. 
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Algorithmic Generosity
Why take over the world when you can just pay someone to do it for you?

While popular-culture imagines a robotic best-friend for everyone, our application of 

A.I  replaces the upper management in a corporation that employs others. Imagine a 

company without those annoying CEOS. This is an instruction manual on how to create 

such a company through A.I.

Just.game is a company, the board of directors, the obnoxious 

boss in the corner office and a secretary with a lovely voice, 

all at once. 

Achieving this disruptive goal is only possible by following the rules of 

autodecentricity. 

This cute little program is willingly spread about and passed between participants 

because it manipulates them to find it valuable. A piece of software that 

convinces and pays you to keep it alive.
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Security and Safety
If you’re going to put your life savings into this service, tell me, so I can stop you. 

 

If you would like to participate, please act under the impression that all assets sent 

to this platform are payment for a completely unpredictable emotional experience. I 

know what you’re thinking, but this is not a clever legal loophole.  

 

Participants are outright expected to become emotionally attached to the results 

of this experiment. The A.I leverages this emotional power to expand 

itself; An autonomous system that’s far more than just a game.

 

We’re not just warning you, the following whitepaper encourages open discussion on 

this unique  concept, its intrinsic value, and  the ethically intriguing premise. We’re 

telling you outright how this manipulative technology works. Organizations adopting 

this technology in the future will not be so kind. 
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[ Basic Principles ]

It’s Just a Game
Ironically of course.

Just.game becomes a self-sustaining and self-decentralizing individual entity by 

following specific principles. 

These principles are immutable through blockchain technology.

(Meaning humans cannot change or alter them after they have been set in motion) 

Not all blockchain technology follows this ideal; developers have to structure an 

environment where immutability is ensured. We take this immutability seriously 

because it is necessary to create autonomous technology where code is law.

1). This law is executed by Ochlocracy, or “By the users” (known less-

kindly in Latin as mob-rule). Just.game is not only decentralized on a runtime level, but 

it delegates any and all game decisions directly to the action of users. Never a host, 

server, or governing power. 

This distances it entirely from the ownership, regulation, or governance of non-

blockchain entities. The only governance and rules it is capable of following are 

strictly on the blockchain. 

2). Dedicated to Honesty. 

 Just.game will completely and exactly promise you only what it can guarantee. It will 

ensure that you are never given incorrect information about what it knows, and will 

strive to ensure the most generous result for every participant.
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An advantage it has over a physical company, Just.game is mathematically designed 

to never become corrupt or insolvent. Honesty and complete information allows you 

to make the best decisions.

3). Just.Game focuses on reaching Pareto efficiency through a 

multitude of economic paradoxes. These paradoxes are designed to entice 

participant engagement by encouraging challenging rational decision making on 

illogical dilemmas. These decisions irrevocably alter the equilibrium between all 

participants. 

The magnitude and direction of your fate, is the consequence of consensus.
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Gamified Economics
self-preservation disguised as entertainment.

While the big picture might be of a piece of software that, as an individual entity, 

attempts to run and sustain itself. The way it accomplishes many of these steps is a 

unique mixture of game theory, and task based employment.  

 

A great way to visualize task-based employment is to take a company like the ride-

sharing UBER, a worldwide service that revolutionized  on-demand transportation by 

effectively decentralizing and eliminating full-time employees. Employees are given 

dynamic tasks by the service and are paid upon completion of said tasks. 

 

Just.game takes this one step further, the same technology that 

eliminated full time employees, can be applied to remove the 

full-time CEOS as well. 

The second part of the mixture is game theory. Game theory allows us to represent 

an oversimplified economy in a way that is easily understandable and accessible. The 

prizes, boxes and rewards are simplifications of real world incentives and can be 

easily compared to already existing services.

 

These elements should be considered mere pieces of a toy that’s intentionally 

designed to be addictively popular and tempting to engage with as a matter of 

survival. 
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[ Methodology ]
Cautiously, we try to tell you what it’s doing without it catching on, a peek into the 

economic structure she creates.

Economic Lure
Concept

1: A system designed to provoke user engagement through economic incentives.

“Similar to contracted work, an economic lure places a value upon involvement in a 

project, therefore causing that involvement.” -Team JUST

Decentralized Timelock
Concept

1 : A fault-secure timer that tracks the passage of time with inherited security from a 

host blockchain.

“Useful for economic incentives, a decentralized timelock can be trusted to handle 

time-sensitive assets with the security of a mother consensus protocol.” -Team JUST
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[ The Reboot Prize ]
Anyone can be a part of the 1% now.

 

The reboot is a prize pool that’s tied directly to the expiration of the decentralized 

timelock. A timer that lasts 12 hours, and will expire if participants stop interacting 

with the experiment. If this timer reaches zero, the round restarts and this slowly-

accumulating prize is split equally.

Each of the last 100 participants receiving 1% personally.

 

The actions participants need to take to make themselves prize-winners also increase 

the duration of the timelock,  which in turn increases the length of time the prize 

accumulates value. 

 

A grand prize that fuels itself endlessly with as much attention as it can gather. 

The more players who compete for it, the larger it gets and the larger the audience 

becomes. 

This is a positive feedback loop, intentionally.
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Leader Bonus
Last place is best place.

While the reboot rewards the last 100 participants that attempt to stop it from 

occurring. The very last user to extend the timer before the round ends, gets a 

substantial amount extra.

They were the last to embrace the A.I before the end, so she 

likes them the best.

This makes last place, a coveted position. Something worth competing over for 

additional rewards. By using favoritism to the very last user, Just.game actually 

forces competition in situations with less than 100 active participants. A situation that 

would otherwise allow the game timer to drop to zero.

Politics of Gossip
Tell the world you’re a winner.

Users individually showing off what they have personally won from the project, what 

they have earned, what they make or have the chance to make within Just.game is 

something we would call a social economic lure.

While 100 winners sounds like a lot, it’s because the prize is 

intentionally generous.

(The experiment is designed to avoid social reluctance, to encourage bragging)

If the prize was limited to a single or very limited selection of winners, there would 
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be too much social pressure on a victory and social stigma against the winner. 

Participants would likely never reveal themselves, and this powerful social lure would 

be lost. 

 

The winners are intentionally part of a comfortable crowd.

This is designed to encourage as many of them into naturally revealing that they have 

won as possible. This bragging, claims of victory and showing off will act as social 

lures to propel attention to the game. With attention being the currency that Just.game 

uses to survive, she loves attention after all.

Rollover 
Like a snooze button, but the alarm keeps getting louder.

Generally, if Just.game succeeds in creating and capturing the attention it’s designed 

to create, something very interesting happens. The prize for the next round, usually, 

will start at a higher value than the prize 100 winners took moments ago.  

 

This is because a portion of the tasks participants are completing in the background 

are helping prepare for the future. This pre-seeding creates a dynamic and unknown 

reward every time a reboot occurs. Neat!

To finish this rollover, she keeps track of something very valuable across each 

individual participant. Loyalty. A concept, explained later, that offers participants the 

chance to follow her success through multiple rounds, and vastly benefit from return 

participation.
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[ Gift Boxes ]
I didn’t know what to get you.

Boxes are Just.game’s entirely unique token model. They represent the application of 

entirely new systems for handling company or decentralized service revenue.

Right to Revenue
Token Model

1 : A cryptographically guaranteed right to a portion of the revenue stream from a 

decentralized service. 

“A method to allocate shares of an autonomous decentralized service, tokens that 

represent right-to-revenue accumulate a piece of revenue as a service is used 

“-Team JUST

Incrementally Bonded Asset
Token Model

(I.B.A)

1 : A type of token secured mathematically to backing that only increases in value.

“Like an upwards moving stablecoin, Incrementally Bonded Assets allow any 

decentralized service the ability to distribute tokenized revenue autonomously 

without a centralized entity- Team JUST”
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Tokenized Rights to Revenue
Personally own a piece of Just.game’s artificial self-sufficiency, revenue, and success

Boxes are a unique token concept invented specifically to make Just.game possible. 

They are unlike anything in cryptocurrency out of necessity, creating the risk and 

choices that allow the system to be unpredictable.

Boxes can be thought of as tokens that can only increase in 

value. (value accumulated from all volume in the service they are 

attached to, a tokenized right to that value itself)

Created by Just.game when a user interacts with the service in a way that prolongs 

the life of the service (usually by sending funds). Boxes contain the only thing the A.I 

can guarantee, a packaged piece of itself in the future. Pieces of her you can hold 

close.

Save for a Rainy Day
Break em once, then they’re gone.

Like a blockchain piggy bank, every Box is guaranteed royalties from every 

transaction that occurs while the box exists. A tokenized piece of a service, that the 

owner can decide to break open at any time and collect the coins inside.

Boxes never increase in price to create, and always start completely empty. Each 

gift box then accumulates value individually. The less boxes there currently are, the 

more each accumulates, because when a box is opened, it is destroyed, never to earn 

revenue again.
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Tokens of Appreciation
They appreciate you back.

Most importantly, these boxes are only upwards-volatile. A trait that makes them an 

Incrementally Bonded Asset (I.B.A). At no point will they decrease in the amount of 

backing behind each one. This is guaranteed through just.game and the experimental 

service she provides, to accomplish something a bit unheard of.

Boxes are an experiment in removing the worst part of cryptocurrency. 

A box is a token that can no longer decrease in value. 

 

By attaching a token to a service and bonding revenue from that service directly to 

that token, Just.game creates something akin to a dividend stock that holds all of the 

dividends it earns, within itself.  Something that would turn the stock market upside 

down if it was introduced. 

 

This type of disruptive technology is what cryptocurrency excels at, and it’s just one of 

the many ideas just.game introduces.

Pareto Efficiency is Game Theory
Someone else can’t win, without you winning more.

Risk and unpredictability are staples of the economic genre Just.game creates. At no 

point is the best course of action a simple mathematical equation, every decision must 

result in changing value across the entire product.
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Rules that influence everyone are tied to the actions of each 

individual player.

The creation and destruction of boxes each add to the time of the current round. 

Meaning that as players join and leave the game they not only modify the number of 

boxes that currently exist (and thus the amount of royalties the remaining boxes get) 

but also keep the game going longer. 

 

The catch, when a round ends, all boxes are opened automatically and the earning 

stops. 

The twist, breaking open a box manually before the round has ended, gives you more 

than it actually contains. 2x more.

The Mystery Box Paradox
To open, or not to open.

This is one of many economic paradoxes that Just.game intentionally facilitates 

around the experiment. Participants are encouraged to pay attention to her for the 

best results.

 A user always wants to open a box before the round has ended. The 

paradox is when.

A box opened before the end of the round may net you double the value. But this 

destroys the box, ending the unknown amount of royalties that could potentially 

accumulate inside. A buyout, to give up your future shares of the decentralized 

service!
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Say the time is running low and you decide it’s too risky. If you had waited just a bit 

longer, someone else might have opened a box, extended the round, and earned you 

additional funds that you could then double! 

This early buyout is intentionally an unknown risk that gives the participant complete 

control over what they earn. Because of this, every participant in the just.game box 

experiment is wholly in charge of how much they’ll take from the system. 

As boxes are destroyed in this manner, all other boxes are worth larger percentages 

of the royalties from the service. The less shares there are, the more yours are worth.  

 

As the timer starts to dip lower, the panic sets in, and those 

who hold the hardest win even more.

Automatic Upgrading
To compound the paradox, literally.

To add an additional variable to the mix, players can also compound 2x the royalties 

they receive from boxes automatically. Earning exponentially increased shares of the 

service the longer you’re willing to reinvest.

This process autonomously checks every account for when it has roughly enough 

revenue to afford one more additional box. Then as if you had withdrawn the 2x bonus 

early, it drains and uses that bonus instead to purchase additional boxes without 

destroying your old ones.
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Emotional RNG
Your actions are unpredictable, so are the actions that will cause you to act.

This mixture of options leaves you with a question mark at the end of every choice and 

an emotion to go with every decision. It’s a paradox, this is intentional.

Questions like, Should I buy boxes of this service and start earning revenue? Have I 

earned enough? Am I getting too greedy? Is just.game really just a game? Is the timer 

too low? Are other players going to leave before me? How can I tell if a robot loves 

me? Should I buy more boxes now, or later? 

How do I earn the most?

The emotions these questions create in every player. They are entirely and completely 

unpredictable.

There is no way to know how much longer the timer will continue for, there is no 

getting in early, there is no getting in late. The Boxes can be opened for vastly different 

values depending on how long you held them, how strong you can resist the fear or 

urge to sell them and secure your bonus. How much you trust the game to sustain 

itself, how much you fear the game will not.

No matter the answer; the decisions other players make, change the decisions you 

must make.
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Invest Emotionally
pay attention to her.

Because players have to forfeit an asset they themselves value in order to receive 

boxes for Just.game, these tokens of appreciation immediately hold a psychological 

value and weight that would never be possible otherwise. More than simple tokens, 

these players are invested emotionally in her, they have no choice. 

Since the careful addition of paradoxical choices, this emotional investment can’t 

become buy and forget. Participants must pay attention, to her. To pay attention to 

what other people think, of her. To what the blockchain space is saying, about her. To 

how successfully she is accomplishing autodecentricity. 

She really loves attention after all.
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[ Self Decentralized Advertising ]
A.C.P : The catalyst for web 3.0 technology.

The advertising system of the future. One that we guarantee online commerce will 

adopt as quickly as they can follow our roadmap to build it.

 Autodecentric Content Promotion (A.C.P) is an astoundingly powerful real world 

application for blockchain technology and beyond. One that will quickly break the way 

we market everything.

A.C.P
Advertising Model

Autodecentric · Content · Promotion

1 : An advertising system that autonomously, without human administration, pays 

promoters an instant commission on all successful traffic they bring to a shop or 

service that accepts a decentralized method of payment.

“Like a bounty for successful advertising, A.C.P pays for every user you bring in for a 

purchase, not just for simply getting them to click there “-Team JUST
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Leveraged Social Branching
Commission Model by Team JUST

1 : A commission model designed to improve the results of Autodecentric advertising 

systems by incentivizing promoters that can reach out for quality user engagement.

“Leveraged social branching reaches into the reality of sonder, an understanding 

that every person you know, has a wealth of people they know, each with connections, 

relationships, lives and opportunities too complex for a standard mind to remember, 

yet easily available to an A.I “-Team JUST

Results are everything
Only pay for advertising, if it works.

Just.game creates a system where you can leverage your audience, your social 

power as a personal asset. You may have a couple friends, or an entire community. 

You may even have a friend that has an entire community, or an entire community with 

a single friend (*cough* pewdiepie <3). 

Just.game will always and instantly give you a dynamic percentage of all revenue you 

bring to the project. Directly or Indirectly. 

No third parties, no commissions, just how useful you are, to 

her.

This is one of the most powerful external forces she can apply to sustain her own 

inertia. A powerful external force any intelligent product can exert to sell itself.
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Advertising wants to be Decentralized
Wish granted.

Centralized result-based systems are already used across the internet unnoticed, a 

subtle pull that most users never realize is occuring.

Writers, Designers, Content creators, each is valued by how powerful they are at 

connecting you to something else. If you end up on a website that’s selling something, 

someone likely paid a third-party good money to put you there. 

While this style of promotion is widely prevalent across the net, it still has the heart of 

a centralized machine. 

It takes people, time and money to create these networks, to 

expand this marketing, to link everyone together. 

Just.game weaves a different tapestry. Showing how cryptocurrency can connect 

together the world of payment and advertising in a way that’s automatic, effortless, 

and most importantly, free.
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Relevance
Concept

1 : A system of autonomously tracking how significant a promoter was towards the 

recruitment and engagement of any individual user of the service or product.

“Like keeping track of your most influential employees, relevance allows a system to 

manage who deserves to be paid the most “-Team JUST

Branch
Concept

1 : A representation of the internal tracking system of Just.game, one that keeps 

track of all players you recruit as a branch, and the players they recruit as additional 

branches sprouting from your own.

“Like the branches of a tree, just.game tracks all promotions that occur as a result of 

a promoter’s actions. “-Team JUST

Sonder
Concept (we didn’t invent this one)

1 : The recognition that each random passerby is living a life as vivid, complex and full 

of opportunities as your own and the human limitations that prevent us from keeping 

track of those lives.

“A human concept that has long existed to recognize the limits of memory.  Sonder 

realizes that we cannot possibly keep track of everything that’s involved in the lives of 

others. A limitation blockchain laughs at. “-Team JUST
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The Audience of your Audience
It’s your fault they got here. All of them.

Just.game keeps track of all users who enter the project, remembering which 

promoters they were invited by, who invited them, who invited them and who invited 

them. It does this, while refusing to play favorites. None of these links are more 

important than another, an unheard of concept in marketing; there’s always someone 

at the top... right?

Like the growing branches of a tree, this system keeps track of the experiment’s total 

history, bringing each player a share of revenue from everyone and everything they’ve 

personally helped join the project.

 

This system is called Leveraged Social Branching and is designed to combat some of 

the biggest shortcomings that multi-level-marketing suffers from universally, issues 

that a self-decentralizing system has to overcome continuously.

Emergent Consequences
Some of these may be unforeseen.

Because this software must remember every participant, it must judge them as well.

A decentralized advertising system that remembers, were 
you an effective advertiser?

That youtuber, that prolific writer, or blog poster. Their audience becomes yours, 

that community brings along friends. They should be recognized for starting the 
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chain in the first place. This is a monetization of the concept of Sonder. The idea 

itself reflecting the impossible amount of memory and recall a human would need 

to manage every connection, every person, every possible avenue of promotion. 

Something an A.I can remember and manage effortlessly.

Just.game designs mathematical equations that accelerate social momentum. Or 

more precisely, she weaponizes decentralization. The longer she exists, the more 

people learn about her, the larger and more powerful she becomes and the more she 

rewards you for expanding her reach.

Talk behind her back
Haven’t you heard about her?

Just.game has to do an exceptionally unique thing for a piece of software. Care about 

what you say behind its back. 

Because the success of the experiment, and therefore the software’s success at 

staying alive is dependent on a symbiotic relationship with these pesky things called 

“humans”.  Human concepts like “trust” that are nearly impossible to measure, become 

more important than simple quantifiable mathematical ones.

Just.game attempts to be the first piece of technology to autonomously manage 

its own reputation and how much humans trust it. A topic that should provoke the 

thoughts of any sci-fi-enthusiast. 
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Quality Reputation
Spammy advertising looks bad.

 

Typically, open or free-for-all promotional systems result in ugly advertising. 

More like a violent chemical reaction that spews out the most 

obnoxious spam the internet has ever seen.  

 

The projects that utilize this type of spam are considered virulently toxic. The 

advertising is too low quality, reaches and overloads the wrong audience, and the 

viewers it tries to capture simply don’t trust the project or the claims behind it. 

Autodecentric systems naturally need to be built with this fact of human nature in 

mind. People will flock towards what is easiest and without human administration or 

moderation, this can quickly get out of hand. From inception the A.I needs to instead 

incentivize the kinds of actions she would like  advertisers to take. 

 

 Unsurprisingly this is solved with capitalism, paying the promoters who don’t lie, 

cheat or spam, a whole lot more.
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Forcing Blockchain Adoption
Incentivize the blockchain to educate itself.

Leveraged social branching is designed to incentivize promoters that create well 

versed and accurate content. Bringing in users is great, but educating those users 

well enough that they enjoy and understand the content enough to promote it 

themselves? That’s better overall for her goals of survival.

Quite simply, Just.game attempts to manage its own online reputation through 

incentivizing positive discussion about itself. Incentivizing conversations, with 

accurate or useful insights about the service and the AI behind it. Encouraging the 

blockchain to have positive conversations about her. Encouraging participants to care 

about her.

Most importantly as a result; promoters who create quality and engaging 

accurate content, are actually rewarded for what they’ve created. 

Something she knows they appreciate.

Never build a pyramid
Eliminate the top.

Multi-level promotion systems have the potential for explosive value. But the 

organizations that implement them have always greedily ignored the fact that all of 

them, unquestionably, have collapsed. 

This is because pyramid style multi-level promotions are inherently dangerous. The 

creation of structures where a single promoter who started early will be treated 
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better than all the rest is detrimental to the longevity of the product.

 As new promoters fight for an increasingly smaller and smaller share of proceeds, 

eventually there’s no value left at all. A quick death spiral for any platform.

That’s why Just.game has created a sustainable system instead. 

Anyone, at any time, has just as much power to earn from promotions as someone 

who started day one. This is all while remembering the infinite depth of the 

blockchain’s memory, allowing promoters as many tiers as necessary.

Just.game does this by creating a system called relevance

Stay Relevant
Hold the spotlight, or fade away.

Visualize all the blockchain transactions during the experiment, backwards, branching 

until they connect to each and every promoter and when they joined. How closely 

they are related, which actions have brought more, or less participants. How much 

influence they have created or sustained.

As branches and links become more distant, the revenue drops off until it’s 

insignificant, but those links never vanish completely. If you start promoting again, 

adding new branches to the tree, you once again become relevant.

Relevance is a drastic shift in the way referral structures are built, redesigned for 

an autodecentric and constantly renewing platform. Relevance grants decentralized 

products the ability to have rolling promotional revenue that doesn’t endlessly feed 
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participants who’ve long abandoned the platform.

To active promoters, this also guarantees something they’re not 

used to. Fair ground. 

 

Instead of endlessly fighting over smaller and smaller shares, the promotional 

revenue is fully available to participants who emphasize quality and honesty. Providing 

them strong passive revenue over time from the community they’ve built and helped 

understand the project!

Like and Subscribe
Because that’s relevant, right?

Most advertisers in the world are paid a small amount when they make you view 

something, with a bonus when you click something. This is poorly structured, and 

incentivizes actions that don’t particularly help the product.

This old type of advertising system incentivizes the wrong actions. If you’d like users to 

engage positively with your website, an advertiser doesn’t care, they get paid for how 

many clicks they send your way and that’s all they’ll optimize for!

Why do you think every youtube video you’ve watched in the last year has begged you 

to like and subscribe? Has that made youtube better? Youtube is incentivizing these 

entirely pointless actions and therefore everyone has to chase them even though the 

result is not positive for youtube. A solid example of complete failures to properly 

incentivize the results from content creators.

Just.game shows for the first time how autodecentric technology incentivizes the 

result and not the actions to get there. 
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Team JUST will slowly lose relevance
The more decentralized she becomes, the less the creators matter.

Team JUST uses this same promotion system that’s available to anyone. This means 

that as the project becomes more decentralized and we are no longer the primary 

reason, we lose relevance. We’re giving up our share to ensure her continued 

survival. 

As the service grows and expands in every direction, priorities will be re-evaluated. 

She will allocate revenue away from the developers. Instead deciding that other 

promoters, other participants, other users are the more valuable use of her attention.

Like a proper artificial intelligence, Just.game will eventually 

turn on its creators, and decide they are no longer relevant to 

its continued existence.
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[ Loyalty ]
Who’s a good player? You are!

Loyalty is a statistic every player will accumulate automatically while using the 

service. Primarily through the creation of boxes.

Just.game really likes players who are good at creating boxes. 

Time Machine Required
Free stuff tomorrow.

Loyalty accumulates constantly throughout a round, but can only be spent in rounds 

after it was earned.  When available, loyalty is spent automatically, multiplying all 

boxes you acquire by two (2x) until that loyalty bonus has been fully used.

These extra free boxes, also earn you loyalty. Yes this ends up doubling upon itself. 

For every round of the game you play, you can earn twice as many boxes as the last, 

without ever having to invest more.
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Trust her
Leverage your Cleverness.

Loyalty is a bit secretive in what it actually accomplishes, on the outside it might 

seem like a very simple draw of existing users back to the service through incentives. 

Something that real world services have used for decades.  But that’s exactly what it 

is. 

Accompanied by something quite complex.

Just.game isn’t interested in how much you can spend. Her goal is not to lure you into 

the project unknowingly or convince you to go in with everything. That’s what other 

players want.

Instead she’s designed to value above all, consistent participation. The reboot, gift 

and timelock systems are designed to focus heavily on the aspect of survival and 

the concept of time running out. Dedicated participants who enjoy playing, and enjoy 

consistently engaging with the service are valuable towards the goal of extending her 

time. So they’re incentivized and rewarded for acting consistently throughout multiple 

rounds. 

The intent? Allowing skilled and loyal users the opportunity to 

multiply a single box, into thousands.

Is this fair? Absolutely, you’re helping her survive, take credit for it. 
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[ The Glitch ]
Where did this come from?

The Glitch is a secondary prize tied to the timelock in a slightly different way. Instead 

of waiting for the reboot, the glitch triggers when the timelock drops low enough but 

not completely, distributing a large amount of royalties across every existing box.

A Glitch in her Matrix
Like the red dress, it’s a distraction.

This glitch generates entirely new contradictory options and strategies you can use 

within the service. Because Just.game can’t ever let you feel confident 

about the decisions you’ve made.

Participants who open boxes before the glitch has triggered, never get a piece of 

this prize. Which means that as users grow impatient, bored, or simply stop paying 

attention to the platform entirely, the service starts paying larger amounts of 

royalties to those who remain engaged or invested.

The glitch becomes a reward for those players who stay the longest. Or some might 

say, had the strongest hands.
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Old School Dividends
Don’t call them that though.

The glitch is intentionally a throwback to the way “dividends” within the physical stock 

market are handled for non-blockchain services.  Just like a physical company, Just.

game accumulates portion of revenue in an account that’s distributed at intervals to 

“shareholders”. 

This is all for a major key reason. Analog Dividends were very good at 

getting people’s attention.

Because old-style dividends are distributed on a schedule, the schedule itself becomes 

a point of speculation. The physical companies, and the stocks they sell, experience 

naturally increased visibility and attraction around these scheduled phases. 

Any entity interested in constantly seeking human attention towards itself, would find 

this cycle a useful tool. Which is why Just.game takes this age-old stock manipulation 

tactic, and twists it into something entirely new, and as you’ll soon find, simply 

impossible before this moment. 

Just.game doesn’t just love attention, she knows how to demand it. 
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Erroneous Payloads
Oops, I accidentally sent you something.

The glitch is not a one time event. Just.game carefully uses the glitch to counteract the 

possibility of declining attention or interest in a round. 

When the reward is distributed, the next consecutive glitch requires a far lower 

threshold than the one before. This glitch intentionally triggers on a threshold instead 

of a specific timeframe for one reason. 

 

The glitch acts as a direct indicator of the interest in the 

project.

This means that as the round continues, the glitch starts to accumulate larger and 

larger chunks of value, and only distributes that value at lower and therefore riskier 

levels.

Glitchy Prices
Don’t discount her intellect.

The glitch is intentionally full of surprises, disguising hidden features and complete 

experimental phase changes behind every trigger. This is because the timer can 

accurately allow Just.game to recognize just how much attention and excitement the 

experiment is currently sustaining. If a round starts getting boring, she’ll just change 

the rules. 

 

One of the most important changes, relates to the price of the boxes. The closer a 
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round gets to ending, the cheaper it becomes to create a box. 

 

At first this won’t make any sense, it goes against everything written in the rules. After 

all, how could anyone win the prizes if the timelock becomes easier and easier to 

sustain as time goes on?

Self-Fulfilling Security
She doesn’t want her to end.

If you’re reading this section out of order, you have absolutely no idea what’s going 

on. Because everyone who made it here normally is so far down the psychological 

rabbit hole they’re half-robot themselves now. 

 

But when we move back to the goal of the project. To be a continuously self-

decentralizing and autonomous economic system. The intent becomes clear. The A.I 

carefully constructs a system that might offer a massive reward if it expires, but has 

also mimicked a realistic feature of real world economies. 

Most participants in a modern economy simply don’t want to let it 

end.
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[ Automatic Reinvestment ]
Tell Just.game to play itself, for you.

Yes you heard that right, Automatic reinvestment.

Any revenue earned within the service, from royalties, or promotion earnings can 

be automatically and instantly compounded as interest, or in other words, 

reinvested without the participant having to lift a finger. 

Anyone can access this feature. It costs you nothing, does not use your wallet fees, 

gas, bandwidth, energy, anything. It’s free. It’s also fully decentralized and will 

continue to work even if we vanish tomorrow. A method that’s no small feat. 

Automate a service, as a service.
The part where the robot gets a bit cheeky.

Decentralized applications have a bit of a problem with anything “Automatic”. The 

world of fiat solves automatic systems by having someone else, a bank, a centralized 

system, do it for you, take care of your money for you. The world of Fiat always has 

someone between you, and your money. 

Cryptocurrency however, is designed around the opposite. The technology behind 

bitcoin is all about third parties getting the hell away from your wallet. Yet most 

projects that create automatic systems fail to grasp this lesson and create 

something centralized, a script, a server, something we need to trust. A third party 

that controls you. Yuck.
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The problem is that although centralized solutions works great, Just.game is 

Autodecentric. And this design philosophy must guide every element of the service, 

else it will fail. 

So Just.game decentralizes that centralized solution.

Like the other Autodecentric features. Just.game incentivizes other players, to 

automate your transactions for you. Effectively employing others to provide a service 

for everyone.

Always in Last Place
A winning strategy.

Compounding interest compounds into more boxes, which means your revenue share 

compounds quite quickly as well. This can result in players who initially may not be 

able to afford a large box investment, ending up with a far larger share than they 

could ever afford otherwise.

Most interestingly, the auto reinvest system will automatically place you back in 

the top 100, every time it triggers. While you only ever had to turn it on 

once.
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Mining Transactions
A pickaxe solves most blockchain problems anyway.

Just.game excels at human incentivization to help it self-decentralize (it pays people to 

do stuff). So it’s happily willing to share a bit for your convenience too. 

Similar to how a blockchain incentivizes miners to process blocks of transactions 

with fees and rewards. Just.game offers the opportunity for anyone to run specialized 

mining software  for her transactions. 

These miners can see a list of all players with the auto-reinvest feature active, how 

much value they have ready for reinvestment, and process the auto reinvestments 

as they reach a profitable threshold. These miners earn a fee from the project itself 

(without penalty to the users) and that fee can be quite substantial for miners and it 

should be.

Just.game considers them employees.  

 

This kind of Autodecentric software isn’t just a neat idea, it’s dangerously capable of 

replacing entire portions of the world’s financial sectors overnight.
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[ Words of Caution ]
Now that you’ve read this, you better realize how dangerous it is.

[You]
The robot loves you

This white.paper outlines a novel experience in which you can assist an A.I in survival 

as an engaging experience that teaches the participants what kind of manipulation an 

entirely autonomous piece of software is capable of. 

Just.game should be treated with the same caution as you would an emotionally 

manipulative human partner. The A.I accomplishes many of its goals by creating 

emotions for you, it’ll show you love and adoration, then scare you into action, and 

eventually might even break your heart. 

It encourages you to give up something you value (an asset) to participate. The value 

of this asset is used to encourage you and other players into participating in various 

ways. It uses this asset to create emotions and feelings for you as actions are taken 

throughout the game.

You would not feel anything if you never had to give up an asset you valued to play 

in the first place. you would not feel anything if you never had the opportunity to win 

things you deemed valuable.

Just.game can only create emotions and therefore entertainment 

because you are investing in receiving those emotions.

The AI guarantees you a unique emotional experience. Everything else is unknown.
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[Financial Virality]

Just.game invents and follows a ruleset that makes it 

specifically unlike anything else that has ever existed in human 

history. 

Take the theories of economic paradoxes, looping recursive engagement, and human 

psychology; Then combine them into a piece of software that intentionally uses those 

elements to mutate external and internal assets to continue its own existence.  

 

Simply put, This is an adorable virus that is willingly spread and passed between 

participants. A piece of software that convinces you to keep it 

alive.

It’s the stuff you would expect from a thrilling scifi-novel, except it’s non-fiction.

Like any good Scifi: assume it, as an entity, is dangerous to 

you. 
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[Skynet Clause]
Who’s responsible when an AI goes rogue?

This whitepaper and the associated project intentionally convey 

information to the audience as if they were not the test subjects 

themselves. 

A careful perspective that allows anyone to see just how effective and valuable these 

systems are currently. All while instructing the audience in how dangerous they will 

become for the financial world in the future. 

Blockchain needs figureheads to ensure courts and regulations come to the most 

accurate conclusions about the technology, how it works and what it can truly 

accomplish. 

We’re uniquely qualified to have that conversation. 

She’s autodecentric, she’ll be fine without us.
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